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Zuli is committed to providing our customers with the highest level of service, and we are pleased to
announce that we are now offering the most powerful online lighting line card search available.
http://www.zulilighting.com/line-card

Product Line
AMERICAN GREEN
TECHNOLOGY (AGT)
www.agtus.org

ANOLIS LIGHTING
www.anolislighting.com

ANTONANGELI
www.antonangeli.it

ARANCIA
www.arancialighting.com

ATLANTIC LIGHTING
www.atlantic-lighting.com

AV POLES
www.avpolesandlighting.com

BEGHELLI
www.beghelliusa.com

BYIBA
www.byiba.com

CALI LIGHTING
www.calilighting.com

CERTOLUX SPECIALTY
LUMINAIRES
www.viscor.com

CONTINENTAL POLE AND
LIGHTING
www.continentalpole.com

CRUCIAL POWER
PRODUCTS
www.crucialpower.com

D’AC
www.daclighting.com

Highlights
Commercially viable energy efficient induction lighting solutions. AGT induction
lights are extremely energy efficient and perfect for warehouses, parking lots,
street lights and numerous other applications.
Reliability is the first priority as Anolis uses only the best components and
precision manufacturing techniques ensuring all the benefits associated with LED:
efficiency, long life, low maintenance, low heat and no UV output.
Antonangeli was founded in 1977, and immediately directs its attention to the
design and creation of lighting with a strong personality: focusing its interest on a
concept of light that is ‘functional’ and ‘emotional’ at the same time.
Arancia is dedicated to designing and producing high-end lighting fixtures. Arancia
products are created around some of the most innovative technologies and
production processes, using a wide range of prime-quality materials going from
limited series artist pieces to aerospace grade materials and everything in-between
Their high-bay, downlight, linear and cylinder fixtures are ETL/UL approved and
assembled in the USA. Atlantic is big enough for projects with thousands of
fixtures, small enough to get them out the door fast, and competitively priced.
AV Poles and Lighting is a leading manufacturer of commercial and industrial grade
poles, brackets, and bases for the outdoor lighting industry.
Emergency lighting, photovoltaic systems and electronic domestic, industrial and
urban safety and security systems.
A one stop shop for all your backlighting needs, Byiba provides
turnkey architectural back light solutions for professional designers and architects.
We take this approach from the light out versus the substrate in, offering many
options in our collection in order to meet your budgetary and aesthetic goals.
CALI is a lighting fixture manufacturer of linear, power devices, step lights, tape
and rope. Based in Anaheim, California where 90% of all fixtures are
manufactured. Local manufacturing allows high product and quality control.
From high output examination lighting to luminaires for cleanroom and vandal
resistant applications, Certolux provides specification LED and fluorescent
solutions for a wide range of demanding environments.
Continental Pole & Lighting provides quality and reliable products with
competitive pricing. Offering includes Aluminum, Steel & Fiberglass Poles and
Wallpack & Area Lighting.
Crucial Power Products was founded in January 1997. The charter for our company
is the design, engineering and manufacture of Central Lighting Inverters. All of our
Inverters comply with the UL 924 Life Safety Code.
At D'ac you will detect the assertive, yet refined lines and shapes deriving from our
designers' interpretations of the industrial evolution in decorative & accent
lighting.
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DARK

Wall Sconce, pendant, downlight, and linear stylish designs

www.dark.be.com

DAY-O-LITE
www.dayolite.com

DE MAJO
www.illuminatingexperiences.
com

ECOSENSE
www.ecosenselighting.com

EGLO
www.eglo.com/usa

ELA
www.elationlighting.com

EL TORRENT
www.eltorrent.com

ESTILUZ
www.estiluz.com

EUROFASE
www.eurofase.com

EVENLITE
www.evenlite.com

FABBIAN
www.fabbian.us

FACON DE VENISE
www.scangift.com/product/fa
con-de-venise

FSC
www.fsclighting.com

HARCO LOOR
www.harcoloor.com

HEMERA
www.hemeralighting.com

Day-O-Lite designs and manufactures LED and fluorescent luminaires for the
interior architectural specification market. Core product lines consist of recessed,
linear suspended, perimeter and wall mount luminaires designed primarily for
healthcare, education, office and national account applications.
DeMajo maintains the early Murano traditions and at the same time strives for new style
appeal offering customers a wide selection of current design trends for who with a taste
for contemporary appreciates authentic quality and elegance.

EcoSense delivers a broad line of high-quality, cutting-edge LED lighting solutions
for architectural and commercial applications with a compelling technology
portfolio including the new industry-leading breakthrough dimming technology.
For 40 years the EGLO group has evolved into one of the leading manufacturers of
decorative interior lighting. Products include track, wall sconce, bollard and
column, pendant, downlight, cylinder, under cabinet & task, and ceiling.
ELA builds magnificent custom lighting fixtures for the commercial and hospitality
markets in addition to quality residential outdoor fixtures.
El Torrent is a company that creates and produces all kinds of interior decorative
luminaires which adapt to any space thanks to their materials and artistic finishes,
for both public and private applications.
Estiluz has been devoted to design, development, manufacturing and the
distribution of high-range decorative lighting products. They use elegant,
functional and timeless designs, superb quality materials and finishes.
Eurofase provides artful illumination. Eurofase is born of a company culture that
passionately seeks to improve the lives of its customer with innovative design,
lasting quality and genuine service.
Evenlite Inc. designs, manufactures, and markets a full range of emergency lighting
products. With our patented use of LED technology, they have continued to lead
the market with innovative products, unparalleled performance and aesthetic.
Fabbian, North East Italy based, manufactures all the components inside its own
business units, gives her distinctive touch to new modern design trends through a
wealth of styles, using advanced production technologies, interpreting the new
concept ideas from a pool of international architects and designers.
We strive to constantly provide innovative, cutting edge, creative lighting design
that include models designed. Our collections have been specified and installed in
a diversity of Hotels, Hospitality, and Corporate and Residential interiors.
FSC has been a leader in the residential lighting market for over 40 years. Aside
from our full range of residential fixtures we offer a full line of commercial lighting
products including; fluorescent, induction and LED fixtures of superior quality.
Each design is handcrafted and carries the signature of the designer. Only high
quality materials are used and new innovative energy saving solutions are
integrated.
Our mission is to continue to create innovative products for discerning customers
seeking exquisite, high quality and performance decorative lighting.
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HI-LITE
www.hilightmfg.com

HOLM
www.holmlighting.com

ICONE LUCE

A complete light fixture manufacturer and are not simply in-house assemblers.
Instead we are a true American manufacturer with full-blown fabrication
capabilities. We have great flexibility with our designs giving you the unique ability
to have your custom designs brought to light.
Architectural & Landscape Lighting for the commercial market with output up to
2,000 lumens. Our products are designed to meet required specifications while
echoing the aesthetics of the project.
Elegant wall sconce, ceiling, downlight, and linear designs.

www.iconeluce.com

ILLUMINATING
EXPERIENCES
www.illuminationexperiences.
com

IMPACT ARCHITECTURAL
www.impactltg.com

INNERMOST
www.innermost.net

ITAMA LUCE
www.itamaluce.com

JESCO
www.jescolighting.com

JUSTICE DESIGN
www.jdg.com

KOMEE
www.komeeusa.com

KUZCO
www.kuzcolighting.com

LEGION LIGHTING
www.legionlighting.com

LE KLINT
www.leklint.com

A diverse portfolio with designs that range from European Contemporary to
Traditional. Illuminating Experiences Collections (nine prestigious brands) consist
of unique designs fabricated from hand-blown glass, fabric, acrylic and a wide
variety of metal finishes
Designing lighting fixtures that get specifiers excited. Relevant designs,
competitive pricing and prompt customer service. How can we help you create a
little impact?
Embrace that vivid diversity, striving to be ‘as British as London itself’ – that is to
say very British and yet highly adaptable and with a global vision. Their quirky and
rebellious approach to design driven by high-spirited London culture.
The Itama design is distinguished by the functionality and character of the simple
and elegant lines. Warm lights and rigorous shapes ensure that the surrounding
space will be transformed in a stage of colors and unforgettable emotions.
One of the nation’s fastest-growing lighting manufacturers offering a
comprehensive selection of contemporary, architectural, energy-efficient lighting
fixtures for a broad range of commercial, institutional and residential applications.
From a contemporary bathroom light atop an elegant mirror to a dramatic sconce
illuminating a formal entryway, Justice Design Group designs and produces cleanlined, distinctive lighting for residential, hospitality and commercial settings.
A leading developer and innovator of LED solutions designed for both outdoor and
indoor applications. The KOMEE LED product portfolio includes flood lights, high
and low bays, road lights, high-CRI LED bulbs, LED retrofit kits, and weatherproof
outdoor LED fixtures.
Whether you are a residential customer looking for new ideas for your home, or a
design professional with specific requirements for a project, Kuzco has something
for you. We have a wide range of products from modern chandeliers to
contemporary bathroom fixtures.
Legion has long been acknowledged as a premier manufacturer of high quality
specification grade lighting equipment. Our engineers and designers are
continually creating energy efficient lighting products to respond to the needs of
the specifier.
Together with skilled designers and a dedicated LE KLINT team, obsessed with
excellence, we continue to strive forward, focused on developing exciting technical
yet functional lighting.
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LEGION
www.legionlighting.com

LIGHTWAY
www.lightwayind.com

LUMATO
www.lumatolighting.com

LUMEN CENTER ITALIA
www.lumencenteritalia.com

ML
www.muranoluce.net

MODISS
www.illuminatingexperiences.
com

NEMO
www.illuminatingexperiences.
com

NESSEN LIGHTING
www.nessenlighting.com

NIMBUS9
www.nimbusnine.co

OTY LIGHT
www.illuminatingexperiences.
com

PEACHTREE LIGHTING
www.peachtreelighting.com

PMC LIGHTING
www.pmclighting.com

Leading Manufacturer and Designer of Architecturally Engineered Energy Efficient
Commercial Lighting Equipment. LEGION’S fully staffed, advanced engineering
department combined with the latest in three-dimensional CAD/CAM software
enables us to prototype and prepare final design and production drawings.
Whether the need is for architectural inspired fixtures at affordable prices or more
value-oriented fixtures, Lightway offers a wide range of choices that are
manufactured to exacting quality standards.
Lumato specializes in creating linear LED products designed to enhance the visual
quality of architectural spaces. We understand and appreciate all of the
architectural components that together create a great space. The role of lighting
within a space must be measured both functionally, as it must properly illuminate
a space, and formally, as it must blend into a chosen design aesthetic.
Lumen Center Italia is an Italian manufacturer with a cosmopolitan outlook which
for the design of its products follows strict procedures, receptive to contemporary
thinking with strong cultural and aesthetic roots.
ml is by name and by deed, a combination of cutting-edge glass working
techniques and the most in-depth stylistic research in the field of design.
The aesthetic appeal of light and its colour properties is conveyed with
a focus on functionality.
The Modiss Brand represents the work of talented Spanish lighting designers. Creatively
combining wood, glass, metal and fabric our designers have imaginatively developed
elegantly designed fixtures that will add character to any home or contract application.
Following philosophy and tradition NEMO has focused on the production of original
lighting products. The result is a collection which now has a clear direction and reflection of
the contemporary as well as the classical.

More than eighty years ago, Walter von Nessen introduced his first important
lighting concept — the swing arm lamp for table, floor and wall applications.
Nessen remains perfectionists whose primary market is the professional who
appreciates what sets their products apart.
nimbus9, Inc. set out to disrupt what has been a stagnant and overpriced controls
industry. We offer an extremely simple yet robust controls experience that form
fits to any application. Our unifi™ control platform allows for multi property
scalability and individual asset performance visualization while being centralized in
the cloud.
Cutting edge, decorative and functional, the Oty Light collection brings refined
craftsmanship to the home or professional space. The contemporary understated elegance
of our Architectural collection allows the brand to be popular for contract applications.

Architectural grade down-lighting, cylinders and decorative products. Peachtree's
products are ideal for architecturally sensitive and upscale applications including
Hospitals, Health Care, Churches, Theaters, Auditoriums, Atriums, Hotels,
Restaurants, and Specialty Environments.
PMC Lighting products are instruments to create truly signature lighting solutions.
Once an innovative design is created and produced, the need for the next
evolution to the concept begins to emerge. Many of our designs were initially
custom solutions that resolved design constraints for a specific customer.
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PROGRESS LIGHTING
www.progresslighting.com

RAFFINO LIGHTING
www.raffino.net

REBELLE ARCHITECTURAL
www.rebellelighting.com

SENSO LIGHTING
www.sensolighting.com

SMEDMARKS
www.smedmarksinc.com

STONE LIGHTING
www.stonelighting.net

STUDIO M
www.studiomlighting.com

TELENSA
www.telensa.com

TOKISTAR
www.tokistar.com

TPR
www.tprlights.com

UTOPIA LIGHTING
www.utopialighting.com

Progress Lighting presents over 5,000 lighting fixtures offered in our catalog, the
largest single source for residential and commercial lighting. Progress Lighting is
committed to providing a diverse selection of high quality fixtures - earning us the
reputation as the #1 decorative lighting line among Builders and Remodelers.
Efficient & reliable LED light fixtures, Raffino LED Lighting designs and
manufactures commercial grade LED lighting fixtures and LED retrofit kits that
deliver sustainable lighting solutions for the energy efficient upgrade and new
construction markets.
Rebelle Architectural Lighting designs luminaires to ease the coordination and
specification of lighting by providing families of luminaires that flow from the
exterior to the interior of a building project.
Senso Lighting is at the forefront of LED technology creating industry leading
fixtures and designs.
Smedmarks Inc. has a proud tradition of delivering high quality luminaires to the
architectural lighting market. Our minimalist design approach creates luminaires
with a perfect balance of performance, function, and artistic appeal.
Offerings range from exciting new crystal designs to Murano organic glass
creations, combining a flair for originality with creative and unique cutting edge
designs. You will also find the best in low voltage lighting systems in our newest
generation of monorail and cable lighting.
STUDIO•M strives to create unique lighting that breathes life into classical forms
through innovative design and master craftsmanship. These works respond to a
conscious cultural shift where architecture, fashion, entertainment, and design
interrelate. Using modern innovation to elevate the design, STUDIO•M collections
deliver unparalleled luxury lighting.
Telensa is a leading wireless monitoring and control system supplier with a strong
market presence in the development of smart cites, notably in the remote control
and management of street lighting and parking.
The success of Tapelight, the company’s first lighting system, led to the
development of many other innovative products. Our lighting systems are installed
worldwide in such settings as hotels, casinos, shopping malls, restaurants,
amusement parks and luxury residences.
TPR Enterprises is a NY based manufacturer of LED and Fiber Optic Lighting and
Controls. TPR was established in 1980 and has completed thousands of projects
from Broadway Shows and Casinos to Commercial Buildings and High End
Residences. Our team of experts provide design/technical assistance to architects,
engineers, scenic fabricators and lighting designers not only in the US, but globally.
Whatever your project entails we are dedicated to making it a success from the
first design call to final programming. Support from coast to coast and beyond.
Offering quality product, quick shipping lead times, competitive pricing and
excellent service to our customers. We provide various types of Fluorescent,
Decorative, Outdoor, HID, Exit Sign and Emergency lighting fixtures.
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VINTAGE
www.lightvintage.com

VISO
www.visoinc.com

VITA LIGHTING
www.vitalighting.com

VIVID LEDS
www.vividleds.us

WESPORT LIGHTING
www.wesportlighting.com

WJM POLES

As its name indicates, this brand focuses on the past, reintroducing and expressing
it with timeless designs. The structure of its suspended lamps, ceiling lamps and
wall lamps has followed a tradition of lighting, which extends from Baroque-style
lamps to polychrome glass experimental solutions.
Specializing in the design and manufacturing of contemporary decorative light
fixtures to service the hospitality industry, such as office spaces, retail stores, open
areas and more. Projects include new establishments, renovations, hotels,
restaurants and public spaces.
Vita makes affordable lighting of Danish design packed in flat boxes. We aim to
Providing the most value for money by making thoroughly designed, quality lamps
from A-grade materials, delivered in beautiful flat packages to optimize logistics
and preserve our planet – all at very affordable prices.
Vivid Leds both manufacturers and imports high quality LEDS, delivering an
exceptional product at an affordable price. We assist commercial contractors,
electricians, schools, hospitals, car dealerships, retail and grocery stores, gas
stations, warehouses and others to reduce energy costs and maintenance labor.
As a US custom fabrication house we pride ourselves with our eye on design and
our ability to be nimble, creative. We work with iron, aluminum, resin, glass,
acrylic and numerous other specialty materials.
Steel & Aluminum Poles for Commercial and Sports Lighting applications.

www.wjmpoles.com

ZOOM LIGHTING
www.zoomlighting.com

The Zoom brand consists of linear fixtures for recessed, surface mount, suspended
or wall mount applications. The Quatro and Rail families are Architectural Grade
fixtures featuring heavy wall extruded aluminum housings in a wide range of
designs. With extensive manufacturing capabilities in bending and forming, our
Form Metal series are Specification Grade fixtures with exceptional lead times.

